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以下有一篇 reading(第二頁)，副檔有一篇 lecture，本檔最下面有整合的文章 
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The reading and the listening materials both discuss about why the first factory established in 

Britain. However, they responded differently to the issue of the first factory’s emergence. The 

following present three different points of views. 

     First, the professor argues that steam machines were actually created after factories were set 

up, which questions the aspects that the invention of steam engines involved with the rise of 

factories. Thus, the lecturer holds that new technology was not related to the first emergence of 

factories in Britain.  

     Second, the lecturer goes further to make a point that Holland is the first country to set up 

regulation for protecting private proportions of factories owners, but factories in Holland were 

actually established some time later. This perspective casts doubts on the idea that new policies 

from the British government further encouraged the transition from household workshops to 

factories. Therefore, the lecturer concluded that policies made from British government didn’t 

contribute to the establishment of factories as much as Holland government did. 

     Furthermore, the speaker was opposed to the writer’s standpoint by highlighting that overall 

establishment costs were higher than transportation costs, while the article proposes that setting up 

factories saves transportation costs, such as delivering materials costs. Hence, the professor believes 

that decreasing the transportation costs didn’t trigger the formation of factories in Britain. 

     In conclusion, based on the evidence provided, the professor refuted the points made in the 

reading materials. 
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